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Efficient Optimal Overlap Removal:
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Figure 1: Left: example input of overlapping diamonds. Middle: output of the suggested linear program, having minimal displacement and
maintaining the orthogonal order. Right: overlay visualizing the displacement of each diamond.

Abstract
Motivated by visualizing spatial data using proportional symbols, we study the following problem: given a set of overlapping
squares of varying sizes, minimally displace the squares as to remove the overlap while maintaining the orthogonal order on
their centers. Though this problem is NP-hard, we show that rotating the squares by 45 degrees into diamonds allows for a
linear or convex quadratic program. It is thus efficiently solvable even for relatively large instances.
This positive result and the flexibility offered by constraint programming allow us to study various trade-offs for overlap removal.
Specifically, we model and evaluate through computational experiments the relations between displacement, scale and order
constraints for static data, and between displacement and temporal coherence for time-varying data. Finally, we also explore
the generalization of our methodology to other shapes.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Visualization;

1. Introduction

Proportional symbol maps are a common way of visualizing scalar
values of events or measurements at their geographic location. That
is, each data item is visualized as a symbol (typically a simple shape
such as a circle or square) placed on its associated location on a
map, such that the symbol size represents the scalar value. Loca-
tions are often close to each other and thus placing the symbol
precisely on its location results in greatly reduced symbols sizes,
overlapping symbols or the omission of symbols. We can consider
the algorithmic optimization problem for each of those solutions.
Symbol sizes can be optimized trivially. Symbol overlap can be

† Supported by the Netherlands eScience Center (NLeSC, 027.015.G02)

countered by computing the drawing order with optimal visibility
of the symbols [CHvKS10]. Omitting a minimal number of sym-
bols is NP-hard, even for circular symbols of equal sizes [CCJ90],
though approximation algorithms exist [EJS05]. If the symbols are
associated with regions rather than points, several placement strate-
gies can be considered [vKSW04].

However, none of these solutions is particularly effective for ob-
taining a complete, legible visualization with many symbols. An
alternative is to displace the symbols, such that the new locations
are suitable for appropriately sized, non-overlapping symbols. The
objective is then to minimize displacement, to ensure that the used
locations are still informative of the actual geospatial situation. Be-
yond minimizing displacement, additional constraints can be use-
ful to ensure that important geospatial characteristics carry over to
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the repositioned symbols. A common constraint is the orthogonal
order: if symbol A is left of symbol B in the input, then symbol
A should be left of symbol B after repositioning, and likewise for
the “above” relation. We use the centers of the symbols to decide
this order. This constraint helps retain spatial relations, that may be
crucial for certain application domains [vGPNB17].

The removal of overlap between nodes finds also numerous
applications in other visualization problems, such as visualizing
disjoint glyphs on a map [vGPNB17], computing network lay-
outs [DMS05, MSTH03], positioning nonspatial data [SSS∗12,
GNCNT13] and computing Demer’s and Dorling cartograms
[Dor96]. However, this problem of overlap removal is NP-hard in
most settings, leading to a wealth of heuristic approaches. Specif-
ically also the variant described above with squares and the or-
thogonal order is NP-hard [vG18, Section 7.2]. For minimizing the
maximum distance, Fiala et al. [FKP05] show that the problem is
NP-hard for circles, disks and diamonds without orthogonal order
constraints – even if they all have the same size.

Contributions. We show that the problem admits a linear program
(LP), if we change the symbol shape from a square to a diamond,
i.e., a square rotated by 45 degrees (Section 3). We leverage poly-
hedral distance functions (see Section 2) to approximate the Eu-
clidean distance to obtain linear equations. Linear programs are
efficiently solvable, even for relatively large instances; Fig. 1 il-
lustrates the result on a small instance. Hence, this variant may be
particularly useful for interactive applications. Of course, we may
equally well keep the square symbols, but rotate the orthogonal or-
der: in other words, we maintain the sorted order along the two
diagonal directions. We also discuss the modification to minimiz-
ing squared Euclidean distances via convex quadratic programming
(CQP), and two techniques to reduce the number of constraints in
the constraint programs. We perform a simple experiment to inves-
tigate the efficacy of these techniques and the efficiency of solv-
ing such problems. We achieve (near-)interactive average running
times for 1000 symbols for both constraint programs.

We subsequently go through extensions and modifications of the
constraint programs. We show how to deal with scale concerns
(Section 4) and investigate the trade-off between displacement and
maintaining the orthogonal order (Section 5). In Section 6 we ex-
tend our method to handle time-varying data and consider the trade-
off between stability (“displacement between time steps”) and dis-
placement with respect to the original locations. Finally, we ex-
amine the possibility to use other symbol shapes (Section 7) and
briefly discuss other extensions (Section 8).

Related work. We observe that the use of constraint programming
is not new for overlap removal. Dwyer et al. [DMS05] and Marriot
et al. [MSTH03] treat the dimensions independently to be able to
solve the problem, but this is not necessarily optimal. It has also
been used to avoid occlusion in 3D city models, using overlap re-
moval as a soft constraint [HWAT13]. To the best of our knowledge,
none has yet observed that rotating part of the problem makes it
much easier to solve, even with perfect overlap removal.

The overlap removal problem also bears similarity to label place-
ment for cartographic maps. Labels can be placed according to sev-
eral models, see e.g. [vKSW99]. However, the points themselves

are not displaced: the models typically do not allow for large gaps
between label and point. Thus, optimization is more concerned with
maximizing the number of placed labels within the constraints of
the model [KR92, vKSW99]. This contrasts the problem studied
here as our placement model allows symbols to stray arbitrarily far
from their original location.

Disjoint placement for squares or rectangles, bearing resem-
blance to the original map, is also considered in grid maps
[EvKSS15] and spatial treemaps [WD08]. For the former, place-
ment on a grid is typically desired and the squares are of equal
size. This leads to efficient algorithms to optimize displacement,
or a 4-approximation for minimizing the number of changes to the
orthogonal order [EvKSS15]. Spatial treemaps [WD08] partition a
rectangle in smaller rectangles of a given size. In contrast, our solu-
tion here is not aligned on a grid and as such allows for gaps in the
visualization, through which an original map can still be observed
to provide context. The use of gaps to reduce geospatial distortion
has been proposed by Meulemans et al. [MDS∗17]. They also ob-
serve that such techniques can be useful to find clutter-free variants
of other spatial distributions, such as those of a scatter plot. Our
techniques can also be used similarly, but then for symbols of vary-
ing size; see Section 7 for its application to barycentric plots.

2. Preliminaries

Polyhedral distances. A (convex) polyhedral distance function δ

is a metric distance between two points, in our setting in two di-
mensions. Characteristically, the unit “circle” of δ, that is, the lo-
cus of points at distance 1 from the origin, is the boundary of a
convex polygon that strictly contains the origin. Distance δ(p,q)
can be computed as maxc∈Cδ

c · (q− p)/‖c‖2, where Cδ contains,
for each edge e of the unit circle of δ, the point closest to the origin
on the line spanned by e. Two common polyhedral distance func-
tions are L1 (Manhattan distance), with a diamond as unit circle
and L1(p,q) = |xp− xq|+ |yp− yq|, and L∞, with a square as unit
circle and L∞(p,q) = max{|xp− xq|, |yp− yq|}; here, xp and yp
denote respectively the x- and y-coordinate of point p.

Data generation. The upcoming sections contain computational
experiments to investigate facets of the overlap-removal problem.
The data sets were generated according to three parameters: the
number of points N, a weight parameter W , and a density parameter
D. We vary N from 100 to 1000, using increments of 100.

Parameter W determined the range from which weights are sam-
pled. More precisely, weights are drawn uniformly at random from
the the range [1,W ]. In our experiments, we use either Uniform
(W = 1) or Weighted (W = 12) problem instances.

Density D determines the side length h =
√

N/D · (W +1)/2 of
the square in which the points are generated. Parameter D should
be a positive value and represents the expected fraction covered of
the square of area h2 after overlap removal. In our experiments, we
use either Sparse (D = 0.12) or Dense (0.60) problem instances.

With these parameters, we generate the point locations in one of
two ways, Random and Clustered (see Fig. 2 for examples). For
the former, the points are distributed randomly over the square.
For the latter, we first generate

√
N/10 helper points in the square,
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Figure 2: Two example inputs. Left: Sparse, Uniform, Random,
N = 200. Right: Dense, Weighted, Clustered, N = 400.

and compute the Euclidean minimum spanning tree on the helper
points. Then, we iteratively add the edge that reduces the dilation
between two helper points most (

√
N/50−1 times). Both numbers

are rounded to the nearest integer value. We call the result a skele-
ton; we use it to generate the actual point set. For each point, we
first randomly select an edge (a,b) from the skeleton. Let r = a−b
denote the vector between its endpoints and r′ the vector r rotated
by π/2. We then place the point at a+λ · r+µ · r′ where λ is drawn
uniformly at random from [−0.1,1.1] and µ from a standard Gaus-
sian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.

3. Constraint Programming

In this section we explore the core problem of this paper: given a set
of weighted points in the plane, to be represented by suitably sized
diamonds without overlap, compute the placement that minimizes
the distortion. We first describe the basic linear program, which
uses polyhedral distance functions. We then turn to the Euclidean
distance, followed by two methods that help us to greatly reduce
the number of constraints. Finally, we discuss the results of some
experiments that investigate the practical efficiency, as well as the
efficacy of the constraint-reduction schemes.

3.1. An explanatory note

At a glance, it seems curious that rotating the problem by 45 de-
grees suddenly makes an NP-hard problem tractable. It is important
to observe that the orthogonal order is not rotated. Hence, we can
indeed rotate the linear program described below by 45 degrees and
obtain an LP that solves overlap removal for axis-aligned squares,
but with a rotated orthogonal order: rather than preserving the order
of x and y, we must then preserve the order of x+ y and x− y.

But why does this rotation make such a large difference? The ex-
planation for that lies in studying the feasible space for the place-
ment of one symbol with respect to the other. Whereas for squares
this space is not convex, it is convex for the diamond case (see
Fig. 3). This space is bounded by three lines, which capture the
main aspects of the linear program for these two symbols.

3.2. The Linear Program

Problem statement. Let P = {p1, . . . pn} denote a set of n points,
where each point pi has an x-coordinate xi, a y-coordinate yi and

a weight wi. Moreover, let δ denote a convex polyhedral distance
function. We wish to find a position p′i for each point pi in P, such
that: (1) diamonds drawn at p′i with radius wi are pairwise disjoint,
that is, L1(p′i , p′j)≥ wi +w j for each 1≤ i < j ≤ n; (2) the orthog-
onal order is maintained, that is, x′i ≤ x′j if and only if xi ≤ x j and
analogously for y-coordinates; (3) the sum of displacements, that
is, ∑

n
i=1 δ(pi, p′i) is minimized.

Variables. For each point pi ∈ P, we introduce three variables in
the linear program: x′i , y′i and di. The first two represent the new
position p′i of point pi, whereas the latter represents the displace-
ment of the point with respect to its original location, as measured
via distance function δ.

Objective function. We wish to minimize the total displacement,
measured as the sum of distances using δ. Hence, the objective
function is:

minimize
n

∑
i=1

di

Constraints. First, we add constraints to ensure that the new posi-
tions respect the orthogonal order of the input points. Let h1, . . . ,hn
denote the indices of P in sorted x-order; and v1, . . . ,vn in sorted
y-order. For all 1≤ i < n we add the following constraints:

x′hi ≤ x′hi+1 and y′vi ≤ y′vi+1

Second, we must add constraints to ensure that the resulting di-
amond shapes are disjoint. We present the constraint below for
two points pi and p j such that pi is to the left and below p j;
the other constraints are analogous. We must ensure that the L1
distance (as its unit circle is a diamond) between the two cen-
ters is at least the sum of their weights. That is, we want that
L1(p′i , p′j) = |x′i − x′j|+ |y′i − y′j| ≥ wi +w j. Though the absolute
value is not linear, we can use the fact that the orthogonal order
is maintained. Since xi ≤ x j, we know that x′i ≤ x′j in the out-
put: |x′i − x′j| is hence equal to x′j − x′i . Concretely, we add for all

h

v
a

b s

h

v
a

b

s1

s2

Figure 3: Feasible space (purple) for the placement of b with re-
spect to a, for squares (left) and diamonds (right). The blue+purple
region is dictated by the orthogonal order: b must start left of h for
the horizontal order and below of v for the vertical order. In this
quadrant, b must remain left of s1 or below s2 in the square case to
avoid overlap (red+purple region), causing a nonconvex feasible
space. For the diamond case, it must simply remain below separa-
tor s. Note that these separators are at distance wa +wb from a,
measured with L∞ (square) and L1 (diamond).
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1≤ i < j ≤ n with xi ≤ x j and yi ≤ y j the constraint

x′j− x′i + y′j− y′i ≥ wi +w j.

Finally, we must add constraints that relate the displacement
variables to the actual positions. We know that δ(pi, p′i) is com-
puted as maxc∈Cδ

c · (p′i− pi)/‖c‖2. Thus, we add the constraint

di ≥ x/‖c‖2(x′i − xi)+ y/‖c‖2(y′i− yi)

for all 1≤ i≤ n and c = (x,y) ∈Cδ. This ensures that di is at least
this maximum; the minimization objective ensures that di is equal
to this maximum. Since we know the orthogonal order, we know
which c ∈ Cδ may yield a positive value for c · (p′i − pi) and need
to add only those constraints.

3.3. Euclidean distances

Approximation. The most natural distance metric in the plane is
the Euclidean distance. As this metric is nonlinear, it cannot be
incorporated directly into the linear program. However, L1 overes-
timates the Euclidean distance by at most a factor

√
2; similarly,

L∞ underestimates the Euclidean distance by at most a factor
√

2.
Hence, using δ = L1 or δ = L∞ gives us a

√
2-approximation of

the problem under the Euclidean distance.

Furthermore, we can approximate the unit circle of the Euclidean
distance, using a regular k-gon. To get a (1 + ε)-approximation,
we need to use k = O(ε−1/2). Proof of this claim is provided in
Appendix A of the online material.

Heuristically, L∞ tends to give better results than L1. This is
explained as follows (refer to Fig. 4). Consider the placement of
two overlapping symbols. Under the L∞ metric, the closest point to
the original location is unique and the same as the point achieving
the best Euclidean distance. Under L1 however, all points along the
separator s in the appropriate quadrant are indistinguishable.

Convex quadratic program. However, regardless of approxima-
tion ratio, the sum of Euclidean distances may not make a reason-
able trade-off between significantly displacing one diamond and
displacing many diamonds only a little. To penalize large displace-
ments more heavily, we may want to use the sum of squared Eu-
clidean distances instead. Again, this is nonlinear, but it can be
computed via a convex quadratic program.

a

b

s

a

b

s

L∞
L1L2

Figure 4: Consider the placement of just two overlapping symbols.
Left: the closest point to a is the same for L2 (Euclidean distance)
and L∞. Right: for L1, all center positions on the thick black line
have the same quality.

To do so, we set up the same constraints as for the linear pro-
gram. However, we now omit the variables di and their correspond-
ing constraints. Moreover, we change the optimization function to
minimize ∑

n
i=1(xi−x′i)

2+(yi−y′i)
2. We observe that the matrix de-

scribing the quadratic part of the optimization function is the iden-
tity matrix: in other words, the quadratic terms always involve the
same variable twice, rather than being the product of two different
variables. Thus, this matrix is trivially a positive definite matrix – a
requirement for using convex quadratic programming.

3.4. Constraint-reduction techniques

The constraint programs enforce the symbols to be disjoint through
a diagonal separating line. The orientation of this line is known
beforehand, due to the orthogonal order constraints. The basic pro-
gram described above introduces such a separation constraint for
each pair of points in P, thus resulting in ∑

n
i=1(i− 1) = n · (n−

1)/2 = O(n2) constraints. Below, we briefly describe two ways to
reduce the number of constraints, while still being able to guaran-
tee that the solution is free of overlap. The effectiveness of these
approaches is considered in Section 3.5.

Lazy constraints. We may expect many intersection constraints
to be satisfied automatically. Hence, we suggest using a technique
often employed for integer linear programming: lazy constraints.
Concretely, we initially add disjointness constraints only for points
pi, p j with L1(pi, p j) ≤ 2 · (wi +w j), that is, only for points that
can intersect if they are displaced less then the sum of their weights.
We then solve the program and check for intersections; if any are
found, they are added as constraints and we repeat the process.

Dominance. Let≺∗U denote a relation on P, such that p≺∗U p′ if p′

lies in the top-right quadrant of p (px ≤ p′x and py ≤ p′y). We call
≺∗U the dominance relation. Now, consider three points p, p′, p′′,
such that p ≺∗U p′ ≺∗U p′′. This means that for all three pairs the
separating diagonal has slope −1. Moreover, we know that p′ ef-
fectively guarantees that p and p′′ are disjoint: otherwise, the or-
thogonal order must be violated, or p′ also intersects p or p′′. As
such, we know that we never need the separation constraint for p
and p′′. To leverage this, we compute the minimal dominance re-
lation ≺U , such that its transitive closure is ≺∗U . Any separation
constraints in≺∗U are guaranteed by constraining only those in≺U .

We can compute all pairs in ≺U as follows. First, we sort P
lexicographically. Then, for each point pi ∈ P, we compute all
points p j with p j ≺U pi (and hence j < i), by going through the
points from pi−1 back to p1. Whenever a point p j is found with
y∗ < p j,y ≤ pi,y, we add p j ≺U pi to the relation. Here, y∗ de-
notes the maximum y-coordinate of earlier points below pi,y (ini-
tially −∞). This simple computation runs in O(n2) time and thus
adds no asymptotic overhead to setting up O(n2) constraints.

Symmetrically, we consider a relation ≺∗D for separators with
slope +1, that is, p ≺∗D q if px ≥ p′x and py ≤ p′y. As only the x-
coordinate has reversed its role, we can re-sort P using an inverted
x-axis to compute the minimal relation ≺D.

As maintaining the minimal versions implies maintaining the full
dominance relations, the constraints in≺U and≺D are sufficient to
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ensure that the result contains no overlapping symbols. Though in
the worst-case ≺U or ≺D can still contain O(n2) pairs, we expect
this number to be significantly less in practice.

3.5. Experiment: efficiency

To investigate the scalability of the basic LP and CQP solutions, we
implemented these methods (with δ = L∞ for the LP). We solved
10 instances for each condition (see Section 2). We measured the
elapsed time, including the time necessary to setup the programs
and read the results, on a HP ZBook with an Intel Core i7-6700HQ
CPU, 24 GB RAM and running Windows 8.1. CPLEX 12.7.1 with
default settings was used to solve the constraint programs.

Dominance. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained by measuring the
number of constraints in ≺U and ≺D, with respect to the regular
case of n(n− 1)/2 constraints. As we can see, at least 85% of the
constraints are eliminated without any need for further considera-
tion, and this effect increases as N increases. Moreover, there seems
little variation in the size of the dominance relations. Though we in-
deed know that quadratic remains a worst-case bound, this does not
occur with the generation methods used. There does seem to be a
very small effect related to the point placement method (in favor of
the more realistic Clustered), but this was not investigated further.
Note that these numbers are dependent only on the point locations
and thus independent of other aspects, such as the distance metric.

100k

200k

300k

400k

500k

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Dominance relation size

5

10

15

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Maintained percentage RandomClustered

Figure 5: Efficacy of reducing the number of constraints via the
dominance relations. Top: constraints remaining (black line) and
the quadratic upper bound (red). Bottom: percentage of remain-
ing constraints as a function of N, with breakdown per generation
method. Note the cropped y-axis.

Time. The main results in terms of running time efficiency for the
LP are shown in Fig. 6; other breakdowns and results for the CQP
can be found in Fig. C.2 through Fig. C.5 of the online material.

Without using constraint-reduction methods, the average run-
ning time is approximately 13.40s for N = 1000. With dominance,

Efficiency (LP)

5

10

15

20

25

0 200 400 600 800 1000

SparseDense

Efficiency (LP – dominance)

1

2

3

4

5

0 200 400 600 800 1000

SparseDense

Efficiency (LP – lazy)

1

2

3

4

5

0 200 400 600 800 1000

SparseDense

Efficiency (LP – combined)

1

2

3

4

5

0 200 400 600 800 1000

SparseDense

Figure 6: Running times in seconds for the 30 runs of the LP using
constraint-reduction techniques, as a function of N, split between
Dense and Sparse data sets.
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this drops down to 1.40s. Using only lazy constraints has a similar
effect, resulting in 1.40s average running time for N = 1000. How-
ever, we see that the combined techniques yields 1.88s. The max-
imum time with the dominance-based reduction is smaller; hence,
to get the highest reliability, the best methodology for the linear
program is to use only the dominance technique. The added effort
in setting up and checking the lazy constraints may be costly.

Notably, density in the dominance case has little effect, but its ef-
fect in the unoptimized and combined case is inverse with respect
to the lazy case. This can be attributed to the number of times lazy
constraints need to be added: on average 1.2 times in the Sparse
case, yet only 0.2 times in the Dense case. A similar situation arises
for the point-placement method (see Fig. C.5): whereas random
cases are solved faster in unoptimized runs, clustered cases solve
faster when dominance is used – we attribute to the dominance re-
duction working better for clustered cases.

For the CQP, the effects are slightly different. For the unopti-
mized case, we obtain running times in excess of 6 minutes al-
ready for N = 200. But we get average running times for N = 1000
of 10.01s (dominance), 11.05s (lazy constraints) and 2.21s (com-
bined). Here it turns out to be worthwhile to use both techniques
simultaneously. The difference is possibly caused by the increased
complexity of solving a CQP. That is, the time saved by not ac-
counting for the lazy constraints initially weighs more strongly with
respect to the overhead of potentially running another iteration.
With a vast majority of cases (78.6%) solving correctly without
adding any lazy constraints, this may be favorable for the average.

We conclude that (near-)interactive speeds are indeed achievable
at least for data sets up to 1000 points, for both the LP and the CQP.

4. Scale

The constraint programs sketched above (theoretically) use the infi-
nite plane in which the symbols can be placed. As such, uniformly
scaling all the coordinates eventually removes all overlap, if a large
enough scaling factor is used. But once we have to use the solution
in an actual visualization system, the result has to be scaled down
again to fit a target frame, effectively shrinking the symbol sizes.
In this section, we briefly consider how we can directly incorporate
such scale concerns into the solution.

4.1. Modeling scale

The easiest way to incorporate scale is to create a rectangular frame
(or any other convex polygon) that represents the graphical space in
which the resulting overlap-free visualization must be placed even-
tually. We can then constrain each symbol to remain inside this
frame. Assume that the left side of this frame has x-coordinate L.
Then, we can restrict L≤ x′i −wi for each point pi with weight wi.
Analogously, we add constraints for each side of the frame.

The problem with this solution is that it may result in infeasible
instances. That is, there may be no placement of the symbols such
that all constraints are met. To remedy this, we allow the program to
uniformly scale-down all symbols. To do so, we introduce a single
variable ς with 0 ≤ ς ≤ 1. We then replace each occurrence of a

weight wi by ςwi. All constraints remain linear, as the weight is
never multiplied with a variable in the original constraint programs.

Of course, using ς = 0 then trivially solves any instance, degen-
erating each symbol into an infinitesimally small point. Hence, we
should discourage the use of small values for ς. To this end, we add
to the minimization function the term −ς ·Γ for some sufficiently
large value Γ. In case we do not have reasonable symbol sizes al-
ready, we can also allow ς to be larger than 1, thereby admitting
solutions that increase the symbol size.

We can also drop the frame and use smaller values of Γ to model
a trade-off between displacement and symbol size, which can be
seen as a proxy for legibility. But since this proxy does not read-
ily capture the aspect ratio of the resulting visualization, we may
expect that such a variant is more cumbersome to work with in
practice, needing a careful selection of Γ.

4.2. Experiment: displacement versus scale

We wish to investigate how symbol size (scale) influences displace-
ment. To this end, we run the original linear program using a fixed
value for ς, between 0.01 and 2 and repeat this 10 times for each
condition. In other words, we scale all symbol sizes by ς prior to
setting up and solving the LP, and do not use a frame as described
above. This is to avoid the aspect ratio from influencing the re-
sults. Note that the original symbol sizes can be expected to greatly
influence these results. Hence, we also increase their sizes to allow
exploring the effect with less dependency on the generated weights.

Fig. 7 shows the resulting sum of Euclidean distances (normal-
ized to a fraction of the ς = 2 case) as a function of ς. We observe
that there is a strong difference depending on the (initial) density
parameter D. Specifically, the Sparse case seems to increase at an
increasing rate, whereas the Dense case increases mostly linearly.
However, we may consider the Dense input as a Sparse input with
ς =
√

5, and thus provides us with a view of what is likely to hap-
pen for the Sparse instances if we increase ς further. Fig. C.6 in
the online material shows that there is an additional effect of point-
placement methodology, where Clustered inputs scale worse than
Random inputs – this likely can be explained by the locally higher
density of the former.

The linear behavior suggests that all symbols are affected equally

Effect of scale
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1.0

0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0
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Figure 7: Results showing the sum of Euclidean distances, as a
ratio to the ς = 2 case, as a function of ς. Each line is one input.
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with the increase in scale. As such, the visualization seems “satu-
rated” and the scale is of little influence. Likely, this behavior in-
dicates that a certain maximum effective scale has been reached.
Scaling it up further does not structurally change the solution
and fitting it to a graphical container then yields the same result.
Fig. C.6 in the online material shows that weak order constraints
(see Section 5) move this saturation value to larger values of ς.

5. The cost of order

The orthogonal order ensures that the solution space of our problem
is convex. Essentially, it allows us to derive exactly which of the
potential diagonal lines separating two diamond shapes is relevant.
At the same time, the orthogonal order may be a needlessly strong
restriction to the solution. In this section we investigate the use of
the orthogonal order in determining the separators, but relax the
constraints on the placement of the actual centers. This relaxation
may greatly decrease the displacement of the centers and thus allow
for more compact results. This allows a trade-off between maintain
spatial relations (orthogonal order) between the data elements and
the spatial distortion (displacement) of each data element.

5.1. Relaxing the order constraints

The described linear program remains valid even if we drop the or-
thogonal order constraints. That is, the disjointness constraints re-
main functional, but dictate a (weaker) placement constraint. This
is illustrated in Fig. 8: in the original setting, the placement of the
smaller diamond’s center must be in the purple region with respect
to the large diamond’s (new) position; in this version with weak
order constraints, it may also be placed in the red areas. This essen-
tially eliminates the order constraints.

Rotating order constraints. As an alternative to removing the or-
der constraints completely, we can also change the two lines defin-
ing the order constraints. Consider two points a,b ∈ P, such that
b ≺U a (that is, a is above and to the right of b). Instead of re-
quiring that the new position of b is to the left of the vertical line
through the new position of a, we rotate the line by α degrees in
counterclockwise direction around a. Similarly, we rotate the hori-
zontal line that b should stay below by angle α in clockwise direc-
tion. The rationale here is that we want to maintain the orthogonal

a

b s

a

b s

Figure 8: Left: orthogonal order requires b to be placed in the
blue+purple region w.r.t. a; the disjointness constraint requires it
to be placed in the purple+red area. Right: rotating the order con-
straints, with α = π/16.

order more strictly for points placed near to each other. but as the
distance between points increases, we allow more flexibility. In this
model, α = 0 corresponds to the orthogonal order and α = π/2 to
having weak order constraints.

Observe that the 2n− 2 constraints to capture the orthogonal
order no longer suffice, because ≺U and ≺D use different lines.
Rather, we need O(n2) constraints, two for each pair of points. But
we can re-use the concept of dominance (Section 3.4) to signifi-
cantly reduce the number of necessary constraints.

Alternatives. The order constraints can be relaxed in various other
ways. Rather than or in addition to rotating the lines, we can also
translate them to allow for more (or less) flexibility. We can even
change the strictness of the order constraints per pair of points. For
example, points that are nearby in the input must maintain exact
orthogonal order, but points far away use a more flexible version.

Other separator heuristics. When we fully drop the order con-
straints, we can use other heuristics to determine the orientation
of the separating line as well; see e.g. [BKS∗11] for a method of
determining a high-quality separation orientation for geographic
regions. But care must be taken that the computed separators are
compatible, that is, they do not yield (cyclic) constraints that are
impossible to satisfy. The orthogonal order can be seen as such a
heuristic that yields compatible constraints. Further consideration
of other heuristics is out of scope for this paper.

5.2. Experiment: displacement versus order

Now that we can configure how strictly the “orthogonal” order is
maintained, we investigate the trade-off between how much defor-
mation is caused by the overlap removal and how much by the
strictness of order preservation. Specifically, for one instance in
each setting, we run the algorithm using α ranging from 0 (orthog-
onal order) to π/2 (weak order constraints), using the rotational
model. We use a polyhedral distance function based on the regu-
lar 8-gon for the LP to get a better approximation of the Euclidean
distance. We then measure the sum of Euclidean distances (LP) or
sum of squared Euclidean distances (CQP). The results are shown
in Fig. 9, as a function of α. We observe that a little flexibility al-
ready achieves a great reduction in displacement; for α> π/3, there
is little improvement for increasing the flexibility.

There is some hint that the Sparse inputs benefit more; this is
likely caused the the nonlocal effects of the orthogonal order. That
is, two symbols on opposite sides of the region that happen to have
very similar y-values effect each other. Dense inputs are more “sat-
urated” (see Section 4.2 and Fig. C.6) and thus these nonlocal ef-
fects are to a lesser extent also captured by local effects. As also ar-
gued in Section 4.2, this also may correlate to the point-placement
method due to the local density of Clustered being higher. This is
indeed the case, as shown in Fig. C.7 in the online material.

6. Time-varying data

Temporal dimensions of data become ever more important, with
data sets being captured via regular measurements over time. Vi-
sualizing time-varying data can be done in a variety of ways, most
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Figure 9: Displacement as a function of α, for the two constraint
programs. Vertical axis expresses the displacement at α as a ratio
of the displacement for α = 0. Each line is an instance.

prominently used are animations and small multiples. Regardless
of the visualization technique, stability is important. That is, small
changes in the data should correspond to small changes in the vi-
sualization, to ensure coherence between the representation of the
different time steps. In this section we briefly explore how we can
capture this concept within our constraint programs and how the
trade-off between stability and displacement behaves.

Our input of weighted points can vary in multiple ways. We in-
terpret time-varying data as the change of weights; kinetic data as
the movement of point locations; and dynamic data as the addition
or removal of points. In our exposition, we focus on time-varying
data but observe that the methodology can easily be adapted to
work for kinetic and dynamic data as well. Note that kinetic data
may change the orthogonal order between time steps. The online
material contains a video showcasing the results for real-world,
time-varying, dynamic data; Appendix B provides more details.

Here, another advantage of our technique can be found. As the
point locations dictate the separating lines, these separators have
the same slope for all time steps, at least for time-varying and dy-
namic data. As such, even if we solve each time step individually
without regarding stability, we can obtain an animation without in-
termediate overlap between the two consecutive time steps, simply
by linearly interpolating the output positions and weights.

6.1. Modeling stability

Stability can be captured in various ways, but most natural in our
setting is to measure the displacement of each symbol from one

time step to the next. Consider a time-varying point set P, with
T time steps, denoted by Pt for integer t ∈ [1,T ]. Consider two
disjoint placements of the weighted symbols for consecutive time
steps, P′t and P′t+1. For each point pi ∈ P, the displacement of
pi between the two time steps is δ(p′t,i, p′t+1,i) for some distance
metric δ, where p′t,i denotes the position of point pi according to
P′t . We can then measure stability from time step t to t + 1 as
∑

n
i=1 δ(p′t,i, p′t+1,i). Again, using the Euclidean distance for δ is

nonlinear; we use a polyhedral distance function to approximate it.
For the time-varying LP, we use our original LP for each time step
with separate variables: for each of the original variables, the sub-
script t indicates the time step it relates to. But additionally, we in-
troduce a variable st,i for each time step t ∈ [1,T ) and point pi ∈ P.
We then constrain st,i ≥ x/‖c‖2(x′t,i−x′t+1,i)+y/‖c‖2(x′t,i−x′t+1,i)

for all 1≤ i≤ n and c = (x,y)∈Cδ. By minimizing ∑
T−1
t=1 ∑

n
i=1 st,i,

we can then optimize stability.

We must, however, note that optimizing for stability alone does
not yield satisfactory results. Specifically, the placement of the
symbols is not constrained to remain near their original positions.
The LP therefore always admits an optimal solution with cost 0,
by uniformly scaling the instance sufficiently such that the distance
between each pair of points exceeds their maximal sum of weights
over all time steps. Hence, we always place the stability criterion
to be optimized together with the original objective function. That
is, we minimize (1−σ)∑

T
t=1 ∑

n
i=1 dt,i +σ

T
T−1 ∑

T−1
t=1 ∑

n
i=1 st,i, for

some constant σ ∈ [0,1). The value σ = 0 represents no stability:
each time step is optimized separately; σ = 1− ε for some small
ε > 0 indicates primarily optimizing stability, with as secondary
concern minimizing the distance to the original location. Note that,
since the stability term sums over one less time step, we normalize
the two terms by multiplying the second by T/(T −1).

The program becomes large rather quickly as we have data that
varies over multiple time steps. To simplify it, we may run the pro-
gram incrementally, that is, for each time step separately. The first
step t = 1 is identical to the original problem. For any subsequent
step t > 1, we solve the program sketched above, by using the po-
sitions obtained in the previous step. That is, we treat the variables
x′t−1,i and y′t−1,i as constants instead, and measure only the dis-
placement with respect to the original position p for time step t and
stability with respect to p′t−1. This incremental approach is likely
to be faster for larger data sets, but is also likely to decrease stabil-
ity as it deals with the now-fixed solution of the previous iteration.
That is, earlier solutions are not adapted to ensure more stability
later. As such, σ = 1 does not guarantee a cost of 0 anymore.

6.2. Experiment: displacement versus stability

With our stability model in place, we investigate two questions:
what does the trade-off look like between displacement and sta-
bility? And how does the incremental approach compare to the
nonincremental approach? We generate point sets using the same
methodology as before, but have to generate a weight wt,i for each
time step for each point pi. We first generate a weight w1,i and then
generate weights wt,i for 2 ≤ t ≤ T uniformly at random in the
interval [wt−1,i−∆W,wt−1,i +∆W ]∩ [1,W ]. Here, ∆W is a param-
eter that controls how erratic the weights change over time. Specifi-
cally, we use ∆W = 1 for smoothly changing weights (Smooth) and
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∆W = 12 for uncorrelated weights (Erratic). Note that we use only
the case W = 12: for W = 1 the weights are constant, making the
solution for every time step identical – this is thus inherently stable.
Moreover, we use N varying from 100 to 300 in increments of 50
and perform 10 trials for each configuration.

Fig. 10 shows the results for the nonincremental case. We ob-
serve that the stability cost steadily reduces as σ increases, though
initially the displacement does not increase much. With σ = 0.4,
we improve stability by 49.1% on average (26.6% at least) while in-
creasing distortion by 2.6% (16.7% at most). Prominently visible is
that the erratic case mostly covers the worst cases, and the smoothly
varying data behaves much better: stability improves more quickly
and the displacement suffers less. Density was found to have a sim-
ilar effect, though its effect size is much smaller than the separation
by ∆W ; the point-placement method has little influence on this re-
sult (see Fig. C.8 of the online material).

Fig. C.9 of the online material shows additional results for the in-
cremental case and the case with weak order constraints (see Sec-
tion 5). For the latter, we see very similar patterns emerge. How-
ever, for the former, the stability ratio decreases less quickly. The
tipping point is at σ = 0.4 (= 0.5 T−1

T ) where maintaining the sta-
bility starts to dominate, causing the new frames to be optimized
mostly for stability rather than displacement; the increase in distor-
tion is mostly limited to erratically changing weights. Note, how-
ever, that the incremental approach is not able to reduce the stability
to being perfect, contrasting the nonincremental method.

But perhaps most interesting for the incremental method is how
it performs with respect to the nonincremental method. Contrary to
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Figure 10: Stability measurements. Horizontally, σ varies from 0 to
0.99. Vertically, the two plots show the ratio of displacement (top)
and stability (bottom) to the unstable case (σ = 0).

expectations, 92 of 8400 cases see an increase of displacement of
over 4% (maximum increase: 38.1%); with weak order constraints,
this is for 538 cases, with a maximum increase of 28.1% increase.
Similarly, the incremental method improves stability by over 10%
in 224 and 362 cases respectively for the LP and CQP. Closer inves-
tigation shows that this happens mostly for σ just above the tipping
point. For low values of σ, the methods are fairly similar. For high
values, their displacement is also similar, but the reduction in sta-
bility can be arbitrarily large. This is caused by the nonincremental
case converging to perfect stability. However, the motivation for
the incremental method and indeed its main gain are its efficiency:
measured on the same machine as in Section 3.5, the average run-
ning time is decreased by 78.7% and the entire set of trials was
computed 85.9% faster. Using weak order constraints, these num-
bers are 77.5% and 90.4% respectively.

We conclude that the nonincremental method allows a gen-
uine trade-off between stability and displacement. The incremental
method is significantly faster, but is not suitable for modeling the
trade-off. It can be used only if stability is a secondary concern. We
did not, however, investigate the CQP for stability due to efficiency
reasons. We may expect that the incremental method allows a better
trade-off when optimizing for squared Euclidean distance.

7. Other shapes

We used an orthogonal order and diamond shapes. Of course, we
can similarly solve problems where we use square shapes by rotat-
ing the orthogonal order by 45 degrees. This has no computational
effect, but does have a representation change. Squares may look
more natural for some applications. We can further add extra con-
straints to also maintain the actual orthogonal order of the squares,
though this is likely to constrain the placement so much that the
necessary displacement increases disproportionately.

We can also go beyond squares and consider other shapes. The
primary observation that makes our method possible is that the or-
thogonal order implies the orientation of the separating line. If we
decide on some methodology to determine this slope based on the
input, then we can use any symbol shape, using the convex hull of
the shape to determine its extremal points towards the fixed-slope
separating line. Such solutions are not necessarily optimal in a more
general sense, only optimal under the given separating lines.

We can reverse the line of thought, and wonder for a given sym-
bol shape, which “order” constraints allow us to derive a unique
necessary slope for a separating line in an optimal solution. For
any convex shape S, positioned with respect to some center point
c, taking all lines that pass through c and at least one vertex of
S gives us such constraints. Specifically, a regular k-gon then has
k constraining lines for odd k and k/2 constraining lines for even
k. Indeed, the diamond is a regular 4-gon, and the horizontal and
vertical constraining lines belonging to the orthogonal order pass
precisely through its corners. This implies that 2 is the smallest
number of such constraining lines, and as such, using diamonds
is “minimal” in the sense of imposing order constraints that lead to
optimality. Higher values for k impose ever-increasing strictness on
the order. It seems unlikely that these are of general use for visual-
ization, unless there is a specific meaning to the order constraints
that are natural to the visualization. This idea is illustrated below.
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Figure 11: Left: Iris data in barycentric coordinates, each of the attributes normalized to [0,1]. Middle: minimal displacement for hexagonal
symbols and order constraints, using a regular 6-gon as δ. Right: minimal displacement with weak order constraints.

Barycentric plots. We consider the use of our techniques for non-
spatial data. In particular, we look at barycentric plots (also refered
to as ternary plots), which are used in various visualization systems,
e.g. [CLG16,GFG∗14,NRW16]. We consider barycentric plots us-
ing an equilateral triangular frame with horizontal bottom side. If
we use hexagonal shapes, we obtain three order constraints, with
angles 0, π/3 and 2π/3 with respect to the positive x-axis. These or-
der constraints are orthogonal to the three directions of the barycen-
tric coordinates. Specifically, this implies that maintaining the cor-
rect order imposed by the hexagon in fact translates to ensuring that
the relative order of all three coordinates is maintained for all data
items. Using the triangular frame to constrain the scale (see Sec-
tion 4), we thus obtain a method for removing overlap in barycen-
tric plots, using hexagonal symbols. Fig. 11 illustrates the con-
cept using the Iris data set (https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Iris_flower_data_set, accessed December 2018).
Following the same rationale as for L∞ (Section 3.3), we use the
hexagon rotated by π/6 for δ.

Our method causes a loss of precision in the barycentric coordi-
nates, but has the advantage that symbols are more clearly identifi-
able, easier to interact with, and possibly useful as frames in a small
multiples visualization – similar to [MDS∗17] proposing the use of
2D distributions to decide on the grid-layout of a small multiples
visualization. Naturally, we can take similar steps as for the dia-
mond case. Rather than imposing the order constraints, we can also
use them only to determine the slope of the separating line. This
can be interpreted as ensuring that the largest coordinate difference
is maintained in the right order. This is illustrated in Fig. 11(right).
This makes a further trade-off for larger symbols, at the cost of a
less accurate representation of the original barycentric coordinates.

8. Other extensions

The constraint program admits other modifications. Some are de-
scribed below, but full consideration is out of scope for this paper.

Min-max. In the linear program, it is straightforward to minimize
the maximum displacement, rather than the sum of displacements
over all symbols. To achieve this, we need to add only a variable d,
constrained by d ≥ di and then minimize d in the objective func-

tion. Note the stark contrast to the NP-hardness of these problems
without order constraints [FKP05].

This min-max solution is likely not unique. We can steer the lin-
ear program to a “nice” solution by maintaining the original mini-
mization term (∑n

i=1 di) multiplied by a small constant.

In this min-max case, the Euclidean case and squared Euclidean
are identical. But we cannot bound the maximum squared Eu-
clidean displacement directly, as it would result in quadratic in-
equalities which are not allowed for a CQP. Hence, we can only
approximate it, using polyhedral distance functions.

Symbol importance. The constraint programs can be extended to
allow for weighing the importance of symbols. That is, we can
modify the objective function by multiplying each di by some con-
stant ci, where ci may vary per point. A high value for ci ensures
that displacing pi is penalized more heavily, compared to moving
another point p j with a low value c j . This may be useful to priori-
tize the position of key data elements or characteristic.

9. Conclusion

It was already known that overlap removal for squares under the
orthogonal order is NP-hard. Yet, we showed that one minor al-
teration – rotating the squares into diamonds – allows for efficient
solutions via constraint programming. We showed how such solu-
tions can be implemented efficiently, to achieve (near-)interactive
running times for instances up to 1000 points.

With the flexibility offered by constraint programming, we ex-
plored more facets of this problem. Specifically, we looked at en-
suring that the solution fits a graphical container and at the effect of
overall symbol size (scale) on the result. Moreover, we considered
relaxing the requirements set by the orthogonal order, to allow for
solutions with less displacement. This showed that even slightly
relaxing these constraints already gives a major reduction in dis-
placement. We also investigated supporting time-varying data with
two different methods: one supports a clear trade-off between sta-
bility and displacement, whereas the other is significantly faster but
does not allow for a high-quality trade-off. Finally, we considered
other extensions, specifically also to other shapes and suggested the
use of overlap removal using hexagons for barycentric plots.
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Future work. We demonstrated that the overlap-removal problem,
using diamond-shaped symbols and the orthogonal order, is effi-
ciently solvable. It raises the question whether specialized algo-
rithms exist that solve the problem optimally and are more efficient
than constraint programming.

Though our method allows a trade-off between stability and dis-
placement, it remains to be established how to effectively use this
trade-off to choose good values for σ. Specifically in animation,
the symbols may visually move when using smaller values of σ,
whereas the actual location does not change. How does this affect
interpretation of the data? Does such movement weigh up against
the lower distortion in each frame?

Symbol maps without displacement can be optimized for symbol
visibility through their drawing order [CHvKS10]. We may be able
to significantly reduce displacement while keeping larger symbols,
by allowing some limited overlap between symbols and choosing
a good drawing order. If we do these two steps in sequence, we
can simply use the techniques in this paper (effectively we are scal-
ing down symbols) combined with those presented by Cabello et
al. [CHvKS10]. Yet, it is exactly at the boundary that overlap is
being introduced, whereas the boundary is specifically important
for symbol-size estimation [CHvKS10]. Thus, these two processes
likely effect each other: can we simultaneously optimize these?
And how does this compare to solving the steps in sequence?

Spatial distortion knows many facets. We studied the effect of
order and displacement, but other components can be studied as
well. For example, topological effects have not been included. How
can we effectively capture such aspects for overlap removal? This
is particularly interesting when the symbols represent geographic
regions which have a natural definition of topology.

We may want to ensure that the displacement vector of a sym-
bol is similar to those of nearby symbols. That is, we may want
to ensure that spatially close symbols are displaced similarly. The
order constraints relate to this criterion only partially and do not
immediately allow for optimizing this spatial similarity. In the con-
text of pattern matching, such a problem has been studied without
symbol sizes and order constraints [KKS11]. It shows that a trade-
off between the local similarity of displacement vectors and their
length is possible in that specific scenario. Can we incorporating
such considerations also in this technique? This will likely require
careful consideration of a definition for neighborhood, and of the
importance given to this local similarity of transformation.
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